
Entry - Find Your Name and Theme on the Table
Measuring your Molecular Kinetic Energy

- How are you doing today? How was your weekend?
- What are you looking forward to this week? 

Entry:

- In your notebook write down what was inspiring about this theme, or if 
you didn’t choose it any ideas you have around the theme



Inspiration: Baltimore Kinetic Sculpture Race
there many others around the country! 

Rules and Awards

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PRhmMJ3v6g
http://avam.org/kinetic-sculpture-race/ten-simple-rules.shtml
https://www.kineticbaltimore.com/KSR/Rules.asp


Race to Your Future: A Kinetic Sculpture Race
Objective: Build a kinetic sculpture that represents your theme and wins one 
of the following categories:

● Winner of the Race: first sculpture to cross the finish line and survive a 
collision with the back stop

● Loser of the Race: last sculpture to cross the finish line and survive a 
collision with the back stop

● Best Representation of Theme:  sculpture that survives the race and best 
represents the groups’ theme as by determined by a vote at exhibition

The Sculpture itself does not have to move, but you can choose to make it 
move as a challenge option!



Surviving the Course
● In the spirit of kinetic sculpture races you must not only strive to win (or 

lose), your sculpture must tell a story and be built to survive the course!

● Your Kinetic Sculpture will go down a natural hill (location will be 
determined soon) and then cross a finish line. After crossing the line it will 
immediately slam into a backstop. 

● To win any of the award categories, your sculpture must survive the 
collision.

● You must design to survive!



Design Process
Identify:
What will your sculpture look like? Do you want it move? If so, how 
do you want it to move? 

Ideate:
How will you make your sculpture work? How will you design it to 
survive the course? How will you set it up to win one or more of the 
categories?

Prototype, Evaluate, Improve:
Mathematically model your sculpture! Build a Prototype Sculpture, 
Test it, and Make it better!
 
Present:
You will present a proposal that uses your test results and 
calculations to justify your design. You must pass through this to 
build your final product!
You will also create a final design document and present that and 
your sculpture at exhibition



Some Inspiration For You

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqNnOYoU5ls


Ideate: Brainstorm with your team
● What ideas/concepts will your sculpture capture?
● How will these represent your theme?
● Make sure everyone’s voice is heard! 



To Do Today
I’ll be pulling folks for Physics Conversations, while I’m doing that, work on this...

● Work on Station Summary and Presentation (Due THIS Friday!)
● PSET #6
● Watch Center of Mass Videos and Take Notes
● Watch Frames of Reference Video and Take Notes
● Any other work


